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Abstract 
The examination of handwriting analysis has always been a challenging task and it 
becomes more challenging in India due to various languages and scripts with different 
styles of writing. The Hindi language which is one of the official languages of India is 
written in Devanagari script. Some other languages also written in Devanagari script and 
resemble with each other. The analysis of these languages which belongs to the same 
script is problematic. An attempt has been made in this paper to compare handwritings of 
two different languages of same script written by same persons. A total of 50 samples 
were taken for present study. Manual examination is done to compare the class and 
individual characteristics in the handwriting of same scripts but different language. This 
study is helpful in understanding the basic concepts of handwriting analysis and also 
helpful in determining the authorship of the handwriting if written in different language 
of same script.        
. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Devanagari script 

India is a multi-lingual as well as multi-script country and there are twenty two 
languages. Eleven scripts are used to write these languages and Devanagari is the most 
widespread script in India. First research report on handwritten Devanagari characters 
was published in 1977 (Sethi et al; 1997). In India, around 300 million people use 
Devanagari script for writing languages like Hindi, Marathi, Sanskrit, Nepali, Sindhi,  
and Konkani, where Hindi is the official language of the country (Jayadevan et al; 2011). 
Hindi is also third most popular language in the world (Pal et al; 2004). Hindi and 
Marathi are the most popular languages written in Devanagari script. As the national 
language, Hindi is accepted all over India and is used for documentation particularly in 
the Indian states of Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Madhya 
Pradesh, New Delhi, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand. Marathi language is the 
official language of the Indian state of Maharashtra, which is one of the largest states in 
the country. To fill-up several paper documents like bank cheques, envelops, application 
forms, railway reservation forms, answer sheets etc. people use Devanagari script. 
Devanagari initiated from ancient Brahmi script through a number ofalterations (Pal et al; 

2004). The script is written from left to right and has 13 vowels, 34 consonants and 14 
modifiers. [Fig.2] In Devanagari script a vowel following a consonant takes a modified 
shape. Depending on the vowel, its modified shape is located at the left, right (or both) or 
bottom of the consonant. These modified shapes are called modifiedcharacters. A 
consonant or vowel following a consonant sometimes takes a compound orthographic 
shape, which we call as compound character. (Pal et al; 2004) 
Every Indian script has its own specified composition rules for combining vowels, 
consonants, and modifiers. Some of them can be combined with their type, as shown in 
Fig.3; a modifier can be associated with vowel or with consonant. Consonants may have 
a half form when they are combined with other consonants as depicted in [Fig.3]. 
Excluding for some characters, the half forms of consonants are the left part of original 
consonants with the right part detached. Some special combinations are also shown in 
Fig. 2; where a new character or the half forms of consonants may look like in the lower 
half of the new composite forms. Another individual feature of Devanagari is the 
existence of a horizontal line on the top of all characters. This line is known as header 
line or ‚shirorekha‛ shown in Fig 1. 

Fig. 1:Shirorekha in Devanagari script 

Fig. 2: Vowels and modifiers of Devanagari script 
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Fig. 3: Consonants and their corresponding half forms in Devanagari script 

1.2. Key Features of Hindi Morphology 

Hindi is spoken by nearly 500 million people (non-native included) and ranks third 
among the world’s most spoken languages (Chinese is the first; English is second while 
Hindi is third language). The term ‚Hindi language‛ however does not mention to a well-
defined and clearly consistent language but rather to a fairly large group of dialects 
where in inter lingual understanding is always possible (just as English is in the UK and 
the U.S.). Hindi is written using the Devanagari script, including 11 vowels and 33 
Simple consonants and also nasal symbols such as anusvar  and anurasik , plus a symbol 
for the weak aspiration visgar (although very rare in this language). Generally no 
dissimilarity is made between uppercase and lowercase letters. In Hindi grammar there 
are only two genders, masculine and Feminine, while the neuter found in Sanskrit has 
extinct. Feminine nouns are typicallyformed from the masculine, either by interchanging 

the final ‘आ’ by ‘ई’ (e.g., ‚घोड़ा‛ (horse), ‚घोड़ी‛ (mare) or by adding ‘ई’ for 

nouns ending with a consonant ‚बदंर‛ (monkey), ‚बदंररया‛ (female monkey 
Number is stated through distinctive singular and plural forms. This language does not 
have a definite article (the), and as a substitute of placing prepositions before the noun, it 
positions them after in the form of post positions (e.g., ‚on the table ‚→‛table on‛). 
These are used in definite Western European Languages such as German, as in the 
expression ‚den Fluss entlang‛ (along the river), while the use of this linguistic 
construction in other Indo-Europeanlanguages is obviously the omission. Nouns and 
adjectives also have two distinct grammatical cases, direct and Oblique (Dolamic et al; 
2010). 

1.3. Key Features of Marathi Morphology 

Marathi is spoken in western India by about 70 million people, and thus ranks fourth 
among the languages spoken there. As in other languages it may comprise various 
dialects along with certain spelling and phonological variations. Marathi is written in the 
Devanagari script as well as another variant, the Balbodh script. Marathi contains 52 
letters, of which only 50 represent diverse sounds. These sounds are stated by 14 vowels 
having different initial leading forms and also different shapes when following 
consonants. There are 36 consonants in all, together with two compound consonants as 

well as some nasal symbols. As in Sanskrit, Marathi nouns may have three possible 
genders (masculine, feminine, and neutral) and be either singular or plural in number 
Masculine, feminine, or neutral noun forms are resulting through applying systematic 

and simple rules (for example, a child ‚मुऱगा‛ (masculine), ‚मुऱगी‛ (feminine),

‚मुऱग‛ (neutral); or for a dog ‚कुत्रा‛ (masculine), ‚कुत्री‛ (feminine), ‚कुत्र,‛ 
(neutral)). As in other languages there are certain exceptions, such as the noun ‚camel‛ 

which has two distinct forms (‚उंट‛) (masculine), ‚मांड‛ (feminine)(Dolamic et al;
2012). 

The analysis of Devanagari script is not a simple job because the style of writing varies 
greatly through the different regions of India. Identification of a handwriting and 
classification of handwriting characteristics need a definite set of parameters (Harrison; 
1978, Osborn; 1929, Bates; 1970). Each division and subdivision involving the 
characteristics is first assessed and tabulated and finally defined clearly. The first 
divisions of handwriting components are the general elements such as style, slant, size, 
proportion and alignment. These are sub-divided according to the qualities they possess; 
for example, handwriting may be slanted to the left or to the right, or be perpendicular 
the line of writing. In practical examinations these qualities are further sub-divided into 
secondary divisions, defined by measurements which convey their physical attributes. 
Analysis of a set of handwriting samples thus starts as a class characterization, where a 
number of writers found to possess similar characteristics. On deeper analysis, each 
handwriting is found to have its own individual characteristics, making it possible for an 
examiner to identify the writer (Saxena et al; 1992). 

2. Materials

a) Writing sample
b) Cam scanner 
c) Magnifying glass
d) Pen
e) Pencil
f) Scale 
g) Light source 

3. Methodology

 The handwritten samples in Hindi and Marathi were collected from same writer. 
 A total of 50 samples were collected, each sample enclosed Hindi and Marathi

handwritings from same writer. 
 The 50 writers knowing the 2 language were carefully chosen to make available

samples in their own language for analysis. They were given a standard
manuscript in Hindi with a request to translate and write it in their own language 
i.e. Marathi. 

 The content of this standard text diverse from language to language but were same 
of a particularlanguage. 

 The so collected sample were then scrutinized and evaluated by applying the 
principle of handwriting examination of their overall pictorial appearance, general 
writing characteristics, individual writing characteristics, similarities and 
closeness between two languages, the commonest form of letter, formation of 
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letter, combination of letters, start and finish, relative location  of stroke and their 
combination, direction and curvature of stroke, formation of loop, its size, shape 
and inclination, uniformity and irregularity of the height of the letters in words.     

4. Result and Discussions

Every sample of Hindi and Marathi languages were studiedseparately to find out its 
individual and class characteristics. Each sample was carefully examined and each letter 
and word was compared. Earlier studies were based on Devanagari character recognition 
by using various computational approaches. The study displaysDevanagari character 
recognition system and the Devanagari script comparison with other script.  In this paper 
we emphasized on resembling Marathi and Hindi which belongs to Devanagari script for 
the purpose of comparison. 

4.1. Class characteristic 

In Devanagarihandwriting samples we examined class characteristics. Class 
characteristic are group characteristics. In case of Marathi and hind handwriting sample 
appearances almost same class characteristics. The characteristics we talk over here show 
correspondences in both handwriting.The general writing characteristics of the 
handwriting sample were verified in form of observation chart as shown in Table 1. 

4.2. Individual characteristics 

In the samples we considered 4 individual characteristics placement and formation of 
modifiers, spacing between words, shape and placement of dot, formation of loops and 
placement of letters.The sample revealed some individual writing habit of the writer 
which had same characteristic and displayedresemblancesamong both (Hindi and 
Marathi) handwriting.  

In the establishment of modifier one stroke is vertical line and other stroke is rounded 
stroke above the shirorekhaand the matra form small slant rightward line and these 
formation seen in both sample. 

    Modifier
Hindi                             Marathi 

Spacing between words, letter and line to line were analogous in both. 
Simple spherical dot with tailing above shirorekha with no loop formation. 

 Tailing of dot
Hindi                                             Marathi 
Establishment of letter indicated one vertical stroke and other horizontal ‘S’ shape 
creation. Other letters also indicatedanalogous formation and placements. 

Formation of letters 
Hindi     Marathi 

Sr. 
no. 

General 
charactri-stics  

Observation 
(Hindi) 

Observation 
(Marathi) 

1 Alignment Along the base line Along the base line 
2 Shape Moderate Moderate 
3 Skill low low 
4 Slant leftward leftward 
5 Movement wrist wrist 

Table 1: General characteristics 
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5. Conclusions:

Through the study undertaken on examination of the 50 handwritten samples, we have 
reached to the conclusion that  if the principles of handwriting examination are carefully 
followed and applied by a forensic document examiner,  It is very much possible for a 
document examiner to undertake the examination of a disputed document consisting of 
writings in Marathi language and to render opinion thereon because the Marathi language 
shows similarities with Hindi language and both are originated from Devanagari script.  

            In this study, the examination of handwritten samples of 50 writers was 
carried out by analyzing their general and individual writing characteristics for arriving at 
a definite opinion regarding their authorship. The same handwriting of same person in 
two different languages was (Marathi and Hindi) studied. Both languages are different 
but having same consonants and vowel therefore shows similarity andis comparable.  
                Such handwritings are comparable on the basic of placement of modifiers, 
spacing between words, placement of punctuation marks, formation of letters, formation 
of loop and respective size. 
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